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• **L01**: Identify, analyze and evaluate the multiplicity of visual intelligences and means of visual communication around the world.

• **L02**: Develop competencies in the tools of art history: visual/formal analysis; study of original art objects; academic research in museum/galleries, archives, libraries, and online resources.

• **L03**: Write and speak clearly, effectively, and critically using terminology appropriate to the fields of art history and visual studies.

• **L04**: Investigate, analyze, and apply theoretical concepts in the fields of art history and visual studies, including Digital Humanities and Public Scholarship.

• **L05**: Investigate, analyze, and articulate the interrelations between cultural/historical contexts, art and visual culture.

• **L06**: Engage with the transformative roles of art and visual culture in societies around the world, past and present.

• **L07**: Activate intercultural perspectives and multiples identities in analyzing art and visual culture.

• **L08**: Through hands-on experiential learning, develop capacity for individual and collaborative problem-solving.

• **L09**: Develop competencies in Digital Humanities, create and evaluate diverse digital contexts.